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Aug. 29, 2005:
Hurricane Katrina makes
landfall on the Gulf Coast,
with the eye hitting just east
of New Orleans.

2000

1803: The French
sell Louisiana territory to
the United States.
1817: In fear of
the perceived potential
for black vocal expression
undermine social order,
white authoroties limited
the right of slaves to gather
and be heard in New
Orleans.
1872: Official
Mardi Gras
African American
composer Scott Joplin
combined Irish gigs,
German waltzes &
French quadrilles
with African rhythmic
& melody to create
“Ragtime” music.

Six Flags
1910: A. Baldwin Wood oversees
plan to drain the city and install
large pumps to drain rainwater.
1960: Civil rights movement.
1964: Civil Rihts Act passed.
New Orleans fundamental in
the developement of Blues &
Jazz music.

1900

Jazz music roots traced
to Slave songs “call-andresponse” and “spirituals”.

1718: New Orleans is
founded by the French as La
Nouvelle-Orléans.

1700

Eastern New Orleans

1800

The African American population has long found a real
sense of community connection and identity through the
singing and the music that moves in flux with the delta. Thus,
this proposal re-establishes members of the community as
generationally active participants in the landscape through
music and through water itself.

1682: The French
claim New Orleans.
1699: Point du
Mardi Gras established.

Any true resolution requires New Orleans to stop living in
fear of the water and accept flooding as a part of its landscape
character. Resilience however, needs to involve consideration
of the emotional impact of catastrophic flooding on a
community.

1600

This project proposes that New Orleans liquid-geography
can be accommodated in a way that celebrates music culture
in order to establish a stronger sense of community in
neighbourhoods that are economically and environmentally
vulnerable.
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The Delta Blues

#95

PAST...
...PRESENT
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Soundscape
Liquid-terrain

Inability to Evacuate

Bus route
Bike lane
Proposed bike lane
Light rail
Ferry
Roads
Main roads

Community Core

Poverty rate
40% +
30-39%
20-29%

Repurposing Six Flags Amusement Park

#95
Dampening: Permeable land mass absorbs sound and water.
Amplifying: Impermeable surface repels sound and water.
Orchestrating: Movement generates waves of sound and water.

Datum Shifts: During flood events the canopy becomes

Mounds: Present development restricts the river to provide

ground as massive shifts in the vertical and horizontal datum line
occur. Objects are displaced and moved into unfamiliar contexts and
surroundings.

Social Network Building

Orientation: Sound can either map or disorientate the

greater freedom for urban growth. This proposal aims to restrict
development to high ground in order to free the river and allow the
landscape to actually have a life.

self in space. Identifying ambiguous sources of sound and asserting
ones presence by generating sound through movement allows for the
re-navigation of space.

Waves generated
by movement and
sound.

Water Filtration
Water filter on a
vertical axis due to flat
topography .

Earth mounds form ‘archipelago’
settlements, allowing for flooding and
new sediment deposits.

Pedestrian Network

Drainage Pattern

Amplifying Community Culture

